
a revolutionary sign 
system like no other 
on the planet!



Assembles 
in minutes_
No tools 
required

Insert display 
graphics simply  
and easily

Reusable 
for future 
promotions

Available in  
any size and  
any colour

Lightweight 
and modular_
Made entirely 
from recLaimed 

plastic



 a better way to display 
your message
We knew there had to be a better way to display your message – one  
that made sense for your business and for the environment. That’s  
why we created the Verde fastframe™, an innovative signage system  
that saves you time and money and helps you be kinder to the planet.

“This is the kind of fresh thinking our customers demand 
from us in order to stay competitive. It truly is a better 
signage system in every way.” – Antony Rubino, Founder and President

Available in  
any size and  
any colour



The Verde fastframe assembles in minutes,  
with no tools required and no loose parts  
to worry about. So you’ll save time and  
cut down on installation costs.



Installation. Pure and Simplified.
Step One:
Build out the fast-
frame by laying out  
the four frame 
panels and corner 
connectors in the 
required shapes.

Step two:
Insert corner 
connectors into  
frame panels.

step three:
Insert flexible 
graphic panel by  
guiding the beading 
into the specially 
designed channel.

step four:
Your fastframe is 
now complete and 
ready to hang/display. 

 



Ceiling Suspended



wall-Mounted



a versatile product for a wide 
range of signage needs
We know there’s more than one way to display your message. That’s  
why we designed the Verde fastframe as a versatile solution with  
multiple applications. 

The Verde fastframe is light, so it’s perfect for hanging and mobile  
displays. It is available in any size and colour and can be configured  
any way you want: front-mounted, wraparound or double-sided. 

There are so many uses for Verde fastframe in almost any environment.

Décor Walls • Banner Stands • In-Store Banners • Trade  
Show Banners • Art Exhibits • Hanging Window Signage •  
Outdoor Event Signage • Museum Walls • Theatre backdrops





Free-Standing



the v-stand 
V stands for versatile! Just add a v-stand to your Verde fastframe and 
it’s ready for display at a trade show or exhibit. The Verde fastframe 
v-stand is made with high-impact polystyrene – compact and lightweight 
so it’s easy to transport, and durable so it can withstand the 
rigours of travel and display and can be used over and over 
again. Designed for maximum sturdiness and stability, 
the Verde fastframe v-stand can be used on all floor 
surfaces and even on table tops.



Verde is built on a philosophy of giving – to the environment, to our  
communities, to our great and beautiful planet. That’s why we made 
a commitment to donate a portion of our profits from every Verde 
fastframe to an organization that’s really making a difference in the 
world. So every time you buy a Verde fastframe, you’re not just getting 
a great product, you’re also contributing to a great cause.

become part of the verde revolution today
Call us or visit us online to learn more about this remarkable product.

1.800.341.6738
www.verdeinc.ca

The Verde fastframe™ is a patent product. Follow us on...

verde fastframe™ dealer:


